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Dayapuram Residential School has honed and built up a learning system and social
behavioral skills that are desired and aimed at in the educational scenario.

It’s the time to reflect back on the achievements, activities,experiences, glories and
the moments of love through the Annual Report.

Dayapuram Residential School, an institution where values are held dear, is in its
39th year of journey towards excellence in the field of education. Our respectful
tribute to Sheikh Abdulla Al Ansari, our inspiration for the affluent legacy.

Mrs Sajitha, Mrs Kadeeja, Mrs Girija and Mrs Neetha Davis are driving the Four
Compartments for the smooth functioning of the system. Mrs Sajna fondles the
Nursery Children.

Marching towards Victory

Academic Excellence

Dayapuram scripted a fantastic triumph in the SSC and SSCE Board Exam
2021-2022. We are proud to report that our students of Classes X and XII brought
laurels to the school by their excellent results. The topper in SSE exam is Misba
Fathima V who secured 98.4%. Anitta Jyothi Saji is the topper in Science
stream.(98.4%) Ameena Hussan 90.8% has topped the Commerce stream. The
topper in Humanities stream is Mayoomi Muthedath.(94.8%)

The commendable result was achieved by the continuous efforts of the dedicated
staff who took extra classes, supportive parents and above all our students who
cooperated well and worked hard to fetch this commendable achievement.



CLASS TOTAL STUDENTS
APPEARED

DISTINCTION FIRST
CLASS

SECOND
CLASS

CLASS
X

150 115 29 6

CLASS
XII

78 59 17 2

Faculty Development/ Enrichment Programmes

Without continual growth and progress, such words as improvement, achievement
and success have no meaning.

Benjamin Franklin.

Workshops and seminars encourage new ideas and promote innovation,
experimentation, knowledge, skills and personality development.

Happy Learner's Inspiring Teachers-A great school, the three day Teachers’
Refresher Course augmented and boosted the teachers confidence and assurance
to institute novel methods in teaching for the advancement of the students
community. This refresher course helped us to update our knowledge.It helped the
teachers to refrain from mistakes as they get to practice the skills all over again.

Dr Ananth Prabhu G ,Principal Investigator, Centre of Excellence and Digital
Forensic Intelligence Cyber Security Cell in the Computer Science Department of
Sahyadri College of Engineering and Management comprehended us on the safe
use of internet and what are the measures to be taken care of when our children are
using it. He also shared certain tips to be on vigil when in use of the internet.

Mr Wasim Yousaf Bhat, an educator and presently working as the Dean,
Academics and Innovations, Habitat Schools, UAE, acquainted us with the salient
features of N.E.P., in the most comprehensive and elaborate manner.

Name of the Training Resource Person



Class Observation to Class
Improvement-Feedback to Impact

Mr Wasim Yousaf
Bhat

Moral Science Mr Abdul Wahab &

Mr Ibrahim

Middle Level Empowerment Programme Mr Suresh

Training for KG Teachers Mrs Tanzeem
Sabeer

Leadership Training Mrs Maryam Nizar

Merit Meet

The Merit Meet was organized to honor the students of Dayapuram Residential
School for their exemplary performance which highlights the responsibility,
dedication and success in Classes 10 and 12 CBSE board exams.

Prof. Prasad Krishna, Director, NIT, Calicut was the Chief Guest. He
congratulated the meritorious students and advised them to work hard towards
their dream. Added that one should always realize one’s potential and contribute
at large for the welfare of the society.

School Election

Dayapuram Residential School conducted School Parliament Election to model
students the democratic practices and procedures of fair election system in two
phases.

The confidentiality of voting and the transparency of procedures were maintained
at all the stages of election. The official declaration of the election result was
made by the Chief Election Officer.



NAVEETH S ANIL of Class XII C and AMRIN JAZEER of Class XI C were
elected as the President and Prime Minister respectively.

Investiture Ceremony

The Investiture Ceremony was inaugurated by Honorable K Byjunath, Judicial
member, Human Rights Commission at Dayapuram . In his inaugural address,
he congratulated the new Student Council and addressed them to be
fair-minded and honest in leadership, discipline and morale.

The Principal administered the oath to the School Youth Parliament.

The ceremony was held with zeal and enthusiasm.

Youth Parliament

With great splendor, the Dayapuram Student Parliament had its first session and
the ministers declared their policy charted out for this academic year. All eleven
ministers came up with comprehensive plans intending to retain the best and
most effective systems and improve the campus experience by adding better
provisions and opportunities to learn, grow and make meaningful contributions to
society.

The Prime Minister, Ms. Amreen Jazeer of grade XI assured that her cabinet of
ministers will diligently work for taking Dayapuram and its people to greater
heights and the opposition leader Ms. Dereena Mohan George of grade XI
promised her team's untiring support for all the good initiatives and at the same
time vigilance to keep the ministers accountable and deliver what they have
promised.

The session which started with the opening remarks of the President Mr. Naveeth
S. Anil of grade XII was controlled and overseen by the Speaker Mr. Al Yasah of
grade XII.



Student Support Programmes

Student Enrichment Programmes are designed for strengthening the innovative and
simple learning practices to improve the overall performance of our students.

Name of the Programme Resource
Person/Speaker/Guest

1 Induction Programme Mr Abdul Shereef & Mr Abdul
Gafoor

2 Butterfly Workshop Dr Thomas Abraham

3 Say No to Drugs Mr Rangeesh Kadavath

4 OttamThullal Mr Pradeep
Killikurissimangalam

5 Addiction & Children Dr Jobin John

6 Ease the Tension

Be in Good Vibe

Dr Varsha Vidhyadharan

7 Kannada Kazhchakal Mr Murukan Kattakkada

8 Parenting Workshop Mr Akbar Ali

9 Motivation Class Mr Sadakkath Rasool

10 Moral Class for Hostel Students Mr Akbar Ali

11 Nalla Nalekkayi Othukoodam,
Nannayi Samsarikkam

Mr C T Abdurahim



English Season

The 5th Edition of English Season to enrich and enhance the students' English
Language proficiency had a wonderful outcome. Mrs Surekha Dey, British Council
Certified trainer led the sessions namely The Magic Story Box for the students of
Classes 1 & 2 and The Writer’s Craft -Poetry for the students of Classes 7 & 8.
Spell Bee, Vocabulary Tree were the other programmes conducted under English
Season.

Cleaning Day

Students of Dayapuram Residential School paid tribute to Mahathma Gandhi by
organizing ‘Cleaning Day’. Cleaning Day’ was organized under the aegis of
Dayapuram Cultural Forum and Dayapuram Students Forum to make them
aware of the values of compassion, solace and the need of hygiene.

The Students of Classes 1-12 enthusiastically participated in the Cleaning
activities.The values of Social Harmony and Universal Brotherhood are fostered
among the students .

“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others”.

The above quote by Gandhiji is the true essence given to the students through
the Celebration of ‘Cleaning Day’ at Dayapuram.

Cognitive Buzzard', the mega quiz program was a perfect blend of learning and
entertainment and challenged the student intellect.

Digital Fest

Dayapuram Residential School is the first school in India to start programming
from grade 1 in the year 2017 and has already organized four digital festivals in
previous years including two online digital festivals during the pandemic time. In
2022, the school introduced programming to the KG section as well.



The 5th edition of Fest which was conducted on 23 November 2022 by joining
hands with Cybersquare, London, U.K had a huge response with novel ideas
being generated.

The Fest was inaugurated by Mr. Jeyash Puthuparambil, CEO, Zerone
Consulting, and students from all grades including KG participated in this event.

He was all praise for the young techies whose views and concepts have far
reaching impacts.

Happy to share that three of our students namely Ms Asra Nabeel, Ms Nuha
Anwar and Mr Nived P K participated in the International Tech Fest held in
Ajman, UAE. Ms Asra Nabeel and Ms Nuha Anwar won First Prizes in the Fruit
Sorting Machine and Tech Talk series.

Arts Day

The purpose of the Celebration of the Arts Day is to highlight our students'
creative ambition and to give them a chance to showcase their hard work and
inspiration. It is celebrated with the supreme motive of bringing out the untold,
hidden talents of the students to limelight. It also helps in personality
development.

The students participated with great enthusiasm and excitement.

CATEGORY KALATHILAKAM CLAS
S

AISHA P LKG

HAYA HANIN M B UKG

KIDDIES AYUKTHA P I E

CAT 1 LEEM ALI RAHMAN IV A

CAT II AMAN MUHAMMED VI B

CAT III HANFAH MOHAMMED
RIDWAN

VIII



CAT IV DIYANA S M XII B

The students who showcased the best performance in the School Arts Fest
were selected for the Malabar Sahodaya Kalotsav.

Happy to share that our students won Two First Prizes, Eight Second Prizes
and Seven Third Prizes in the Kalotsav.

Most of the students who participated in the Malabar Sahodaya secured
grades.

Four students Participated in State CBSE Kalotsav.

Hanfa Muhammed Ridwan won the second prize in Mappilappattu and all the
others secured A Grade.

Sports

Dayapuram has always taken keen interest in instilling healthy contest, array,
sportsmanship and team spirit among the students.

Sports make the children get to know more about the importance of key values
such as honesty, team play, fair play, respect for others and adherence to rules.

Our students were adjudged as the Runners up in the Malabar Sahodaya Sports
Athletic Meet. The routine warm-up session to physical activities with the
appropriate balance in the mental state of athletics resulted to fetch the trophy of
Runners up and also Three Individual trophies.

The Three Individual Champions are Fathima Hala K (Third Standard) , Ayan
Muneer (Sixth Standard) and Fathima Felha ( Seventh Standard)

Dayapuram bagged the Kho Kho trophy for both Under 14 and Under 17 Girls in the
Malabar Sahodaya Championship. Happy to share that Ms Sayanora V and
Fathima Fella T K received the Best Players Title.



The Boys Team clinched the Runners up Trophy under 14 Boys .

Proud to share that our Boys were adjudged as Second Runners up Trophy.

We secured Fourth Position in the District Mini Athletic Meet 2023.

Mr Jossy Cherian, Superintendent of Police, Economic Offences Wing, was the
Chief Guest who underlined that sports and physical education are fundamental to
the students as it contributes to the holistic development of a child in all the age
groups. Equally important as academics, physical growth and sports help them in
character building and a sense of responsibility.

Sapphire House secured First Position in the Sports Meet.

Individual Champions

Category Boys Class &
Div

Girls Class &
Div

1 Muhammed
Azeem

II C Nazriya Beegam

Fathima P C

2 Muhammed
Hamdan

Izhan Hussain

Fathima Hala III E

3 Ajbin Muhammed VI E Alna Safeer VI E

4 Inamu Rahman VIII C Fathima Falha VII A



5 Muhammed Rihan IX D Haniya Yasir X C

6 Naveed S Anil XII Ishal Fathima

Hiba Binth
Hashim

Fathima Joona

XI

XI

XI

BLOOMING BUDS

Dayapuram Nursery School celebrated KG FEST -Blooming Buds . It was
indeed a proud moment as all the kids of UKG participated in the fest. The
kids with their amazing and colorful performance caught the attention of
everyone. Baby Haiza Fathima welcomed the audience and vote of thanks
was proposed by Baby Khadeeja Safeer. The involvement and the
presentation of our kids needs special acclaim.

CCA

Co-curricular activities bring forth the students' potential and enhance many
creative skills .

Dayapuram believes that the events included in the CCA shall boost the
confidence and vigor of the students in the field of arts and hone their talent in
the right direction.

ARTS SPORTS

1 Craft Chess

2 Speech Yoga



3 Guitar Roller Skating

4 Key
board

Cricket

5 Essay Football

6 Abacus Basketball

7 Quran Table Tennis

8 Coding Badminton

9 Art Taekwondo

10 Kho-kho

ALUMNI CONVERSATIONS

A school’s repute stretches out in its students of yesteryears and present day. It is
the students who design, props and raise the school's fame during and beyond their
school years.

Alumni are the brand ambassadors of the institution and are proud to say that they
are having a vibrant relationship that is very much grounded, established and
nurtured.

The advice, guidance and suggestions by our dear patron, Mr C T Abdurahim is
deeply acknowledged with a sense of gratitude.Constant inspiration and immense
support by him have resulted in the novel initiative named ALUMNI
CONVERSATIONS.

Dayapuram Collective



The Alumni Meet ‘Dayapuram Collective’ saw an assemblage of Alumni and family
members with happy and contented faces. Mr Murukan Kattakkada, the famous
Malayalam Poet, expressed his view through a beautiful lyric which conveyed that
something inspiring and exciting must be experienced to recall and treasure between
this and the next collective.

Out- Reach Programmes

DSF MINI WORLD CUP 2022

Dayapuram Students Forum with the whole-hearted support of Management,
Principal and Staff conducted DSF Mini World Cup 2022 in tribute to the FIFA World
Cup Qatar 2022 from 8th Dec to 10th December 2022. The exhilarating matches of
8 teams namely Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, England, France, Germany, Portugal
and Spain had stimulated the true sportsmanship among our students. The Mini
World Cup was organized to inspire and develop a Healthy Sporting mindset which
in future, our Motherland India also fosters a World Team. This is the vision and
dream of our Patron.

The young, enthusiastic players competed with their full vigour and excitement. The
3-day long DSF Mini World Cup aroused the Football Fever among the students.
The Sultan Ali Stadium was decked with huge cut-outs of all 8 teams with their
players and their respective flags. The lively performances by the players were
welcomed by the cheerful spectators.

Argentina clinched the First DSF Mini Football World Cup 2022 against Brazil.

The First DSF Mini World Cup was awarded to Argentina. All the players of both
Brazil and Argentina teams were honored with medals. The Caring, Argentina
Captain Muhammed Shiyas, the tournament’s best player won the Golden Ball. The
Golden Boot was presented to Falahuddin M, the energetic Captain of Portugal as
he secured the maximum number of goals. Muhammed Shaheen, the agile
Goal-keeper was presented with the Golden Glove trophy.

A Selfless Act

Students keeping in mind the values imparted to them by Dayapuram, initiated to
build a house for a needy person. The 36th House was built with the generous
and considerate act of the students, parents and other stakeholders. The
selfless act shows love and sympathy towards the underprivileged. The



completed house was handed over on the concluding day of the Flood and to
the deserving family.

Puthulaharikkoru Vottu

Puthulaharikkoru Vottu, a drive started by the Government to arouse an
awareness among youth of the ill effects and its consequences in the future life.
Our students actively participated in the talks, made a human chain, conducted
an election to vote from different fields of interest so that they could themselves
get involved, and a flash mob to make the younger generation mindful of the
silent killer. Mr Yusuf Nadutharammal, Kunnamangalam CI, administered the
oath on not to use the drugs.

I feel honored to express my sense of gratitude to our Chairman

Dr M M Basheer, Patron Mr C T Abdurahim, Executive Secretary

Mr Adil C T and all other members of management for extending their support
and guiding us in all endeavors in our journey towards excellence. I am thankful
to the strenuous efforts of the teachers in bringing out the best in each student of
DRS. I greatly appreciate the

cooperation, support and guidance of parents, well-wishers and Alumni whose
valuable suggestions and advice have encouraged us to improve. I am grateful
to the non-teaching staff whose assistance is a major factor for the steady and
smooth functioning of the School System. Dear students, you are my pride and
joy. You are standing by us in bringing our efforts a great success.

I expect your continued support in making our institution the unrivaled in
imparting both academic and moral values for building a society with human
touch.

To cap it all, I thank God Almighty for his ample blessings showered upon us and
we look forward to moving ahead on the stride towards eminence.




